Check-IT Handheld ANPR
• Point & Click ANPR from a BlackBerry Mobile Data Device
• Receive ANPR alerts from fixed sites

QRO SOLUTIONS HAS ADDED A NEW AND
EXCITING PRODUCT TO ITS CURRENT
PORTFOLIO TO FURTHER COMPLEMENT
THE EXISTING QRO SOFTWARE SUITE.
A large majority of Police forces across the UK
were recently issued BlackBerry devices following
a national Mobile Data Terminal initiative to help
increase the visibility for the police officers.
As ANPR is widely acknowledged as an invaluable
tool for intelligence led Policing, it was deemed a
natural progression to develop an ANPR application
for the BlackBerry platform to further enhance the
individual Police Officer’s capabilities when on
patrol.

The current QRO Check-IT
Handheld ANPR application
has been specifically
designed for “ease of
use” taking into account
reduced screen size and the
displaying of only the most
crucial of information.

The QRO Check-IT Handheld ANPR application
makes use of the existing BlackBerry hardware
platform by utilising the in-built camera to focus
on the vehicle number plate and then allow the
operator to “snap” multiple car licence plates for
onward transmission to the existing

BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES). Once the
image is received by the BES the image will be
transmitted over the force network to the QRO
Server where ANPR will be performed against
the received images. Once ANPR has taken
place the resulting Vehicle Registration Number
will be matched against the Back Office Vehicle
Hotlists and the result transmitted back to both
the originating BlackBerry terminal and on to the
National Data Centre (NADC).
The alert created from this read can also be
forwarded to a control room currently running the
QRO alert Console application for further logistic
resource allocation planning if necessary.
In addition to performing ANPR the QRO
Check-IT Handheld ANPR application can be
configured to receive ANPR alerts from any fixed
site ANPR system that feeds into an existing
QRO Check-IT Back Office product. It is possible
to configure BlackBerry groups so only officers
expecting to patrol areas in the vicinity of the fixed
sites need be alerted.
QRO Solutions always believe in working together in
partnership with their customers to further enhance
their products; So if you feel that this product and
its current functionality has a place within your
organisation, or indeed would like to see additional
functionality, please do not hesitate to get in contact
with us.
Check-IT Handheld can be procured through a
framework contract available to all UK police forces
and their partners. Further information can be
obtained by contacting QRO.
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